
Reading pouch with matching book mark… 

For every child who loves to read, these items are also perfect to get them involved in the 

making of it too, great summer holiday project. 

My niece is mad about horses and has a love for stories, so I’m hoping she will love this for 

her birthday 

 

 

Please read through all the instructions, before starting  

 

Materials  

1 FQ Magenta swirly pearl girl from the ‘A shout, a whisper, a text’ collection by Sarah J  

1 FQ Pink take a letter from the ‘A shout, a whisper, a text’ collection by Sarah J 

20” length of horse/unicorn ribbon (6/8” wide) 

1 FQ Vlieseline stabilizer H250 

Gutermann threads colours: 1283 and 7012 

9” Lace (decorative) zip 

12” pink ribbon (1/8” wide) 

 

 

https://www.designsbysarahj.com/shop/Sarah-J-Fabric-Lines/A-Shout-a-whisper-a-Text.htm
https://www.designsbysarahj.com/shop/Sarah-J-Fabric-Lines/A-Shout-a-whisper-a-Text.htm


 

 

 

 

Haberdashery items 

Friction erasable marker pen 

Iron  

Zipper foot 

Basic sewing supplies 

Clover point to point turner 

Clover patchwork templates (triangle/hexagon) 

Quilting ruler, rotary cutter/scissors, cutting mat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Cutting  

• One 8” x 21” piece from each fabric  

• Two 8” x 21” pieces from the 

stabilizer  

• One 2 ½” x 9” piece from each fabric 

• One 2 ½” x 9” piece from the 

stabilizer 

• Two 2 ½” diamond from the lining 

fabric 

• Two 2 ½” diamond from the 

stabilizer 



Assembly 

Fuse the stabilizer to the wrong side of the outer and lining fabric. Fold 2” of the top of the 

bag over and fold the bottom up to meet. Pin the horse ribbon in place – see photo below 

 

 

Sew in place using the Gutermann metallic thread colour 7012, removing pins as you sew 

With the outer and lining fabric RST, sew ¼” along each short edge. Turn right side out and 

press seams 

 

Pin the zip in place to the front of the outer fabric along one of the pressed edges, and sew 

using the zipper foot on your machine, repeat process for the other side of the zip 



      

 

Trim left and right-hand edges, including the excess bits of zip. Using Gutermann thread 

colour 1283 sew 1/8” down each side (right side facing out) 

 

Turn the book bag inside out and push out corners using the Clover ‘point to point turner’, 

Press and sew ¼” along each side length (A French seam). Trim corners slightly 

 



Turn right side out, pushing out corners again and press 

To make the decorative tag, use the diamond shape from the Clover patchwork templates, 

and fussy cut two swirls from the lining fabric, cut two more from the stabilzier and fuse to 

the wrong side of the fabric. With RST sew 1/8” around the diamond, leaving a ¾” gap for 

turning 

            

Trim corners and turn right side out, using the Clover ‘point to point turner’ push the corners 

out, and press. Take the 12” piece of thin ribbon and cut in half. Thread one piece throught 

the zip, and lay folded ribbon inside the diamond. Hand sew gap closed with a ladder stitch 

 

The book pouch in complete… 



To make the book mark, take the remaining pieces. Fuse the stabilzer to the wrong side of 

the outer fabric, and sew the left over piece of horse ribbon the top corner 

 

Pin the remaining 6” piece of thin ribbon to the top left corner, (loop sits inside).With RST 

sew ¼” all the way around the outer edge, leaving a 2” gap for turning. Trim corners and turn 

right side out, use the ‘point to point turner’ to push the corner out and press 

 

Be sure to leave a comment, they make my day 

 



You can find me on Instagram @creativeblonde66 and on Facebook @creativeblonde66 . 

Follow my blog for more sewing tutorials here at www.creativeblonde.co.uk 

Happy sewing 

x creativeblonde x 

http://www.instagram.com/creativeblonde66
http://www.facebook.com/creativeblonde66
file:///C:/Users/owner/Desktop/www.creativeblonde.co.uk

